MOD2 Inc. is a software company located in Los Angeles. Our state of the art software packages are designed to help GARMENT COMPANIES to fully automate their business. With over 16 years of continuous development guided by close relationships with our customers, MOD2 is the complete solution for your business.

We Understand the specific needs of your Company

MOD2 will help you save time, reduce error and increase productivity. Call us, e-mail or go to our website to find out more. To schedule a demo contact javid@mod2.com or call 213-747-8424

- Increase your productivity.
- Manage your inventory per style, color, date, priority, group & season.
- Track and send confirmations of orders automatically.
- Know the accurate cost of an item.
- See images of the garment in your system.
- Create stickers and labels for garments and samples.
- Give you the actual profit on an invoice.
- Track pending orders for a customer and a supplier.
- Email & Fax your salesperson and customer of shipments and orders.
- Receive daily detailed reports of the status of your company.
- Support for EDI transmission and Bar-Coding.
- Trade Show and Store adapted customer order processing system that is quick and easy.
• Multiple Divisions and Item Labels with their own Logo and address
• Factor Manager (First Capital, CIT, GMAC, Finance One, Hana, Milberg Factors, etc) with EDI transmission
• Manage Inventory in sizes & Pre-packs by style, color, date, priority, group & season.
• Built-in Reports and a limitless number of Customizable Reports (top salesperson, item, division by territory, sales, profit, etc.)
• Automated Salesperson management with support for Sales manager and split commissions
• Attach Images, Documents, POD’s, Excel sheets, and emails to transactions in mod2. Images can be printed on most forms of MOD2
• Protect data with Security Manager which utilizes user Profiles and a detailed revision logging system
• Restricted Sales Accounts
• Automatic UPC number generation
• Bar-Code generation on stickers & forms
• Cost Sheet for on-the-fly cost calculation
• UPS and credit card integration.
• Multiple allocation and picking methods
• What’s-Going-On manager for automatic e-mail or fax of notices & reports for salesrep, owners, suppliers, etc.
• Box Labels, Show Stickers, Line Sheet, Bar-Code Stickers for Avery™ formats.
• A friendly, pro-active and professional support team to assist your company regarding any queries, requests for modifications and customization to your MOD2 installation
• Instant creation of fields and properties and support for up to 200+ lines of notes on forms makes sure MOD2 can accommodate any and all forms of information you need to convey to your people, customers and suppliers.